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Jefferson Digital Commons quarterly report January-March 2014

The Jefferson Digital Commons has 184 new deposits this quarter. Ending this quarter brings the total number of assets to 8,811 and a total of 1,765,509 downloads.

The most downloaded asset this quarter was: Multi-nutrient supplement improves hormone ratio associated with cancer risk, with 86 downloads registered from Jan 6, 2014 to April 1st.

The entire inventory of newly added assets is linked to from the cover page.

This quarter the JDC added a new map to our homepage indicating real time downloads of our content from our global viewers:
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**Just a few reminders:**

1. Remember to install and use the [Open Access button](#) to help chronicle pay wall restrictions.

2. If you receive your monthly JDC statistics email via Gmail, check your promotions tab to view your email at the start of each month. The emails tend to be sent out the first few days of the month.

**Promotions Tab:**

![Promotions Tab](image)

**Sample Monthly Email:**

![Sample Monthly Email](image)

**Assorted highlights from this quarter include:**

The most popular assets added this quarter are:

- [Improving Patient Safety Outcomes Through Adaptive Approaches](#)
- [Office of the Dean Faculty Development Patient Safety-It’s not rocket Science](#)
- [An Institution Wide Interdisciplinary Protocol for Improving the Recognition and Treatment of Sepsis in Patients Presenting to the Emergency Department](#)
- [Assorted Pharmacy posters](#)
- [Poster from Kimmel Cancer Center: Measuring Patient Satisfaction in Multidisciplinary Cancer Centers: Optimize Use of Results to Effect Change and Improve Processes](#)
- [6th Annual Lee White Innovation Institute: Healthcare leadership Network of the Delaware Valley. Where Wellness meets the road: Taking Population Health From Theory](#)
New methods for providing feedback

Two new methods have been launched in the Jefferson Digital Commons to help with providing feedback and starting discussions.

All series in the JDC have comments enabled at the bottom of each asset page.
And when downloading documents each cover page has an embedded link to provide comments to JDC administrators:
Exploring the JDC Visually

What’s been happening in the Jefferson Digital Commons over the last three months? Take a look at these charts:

**Most Popular Downloads this Quarter**
Top 15 Countries Accessing the JDC by Number of Referrals
Browsing the JDC

Interested in exploring more of the Jefferson Digital Commons? Use our interactive site exploration tool, Sunburst. Click on any of the colored areas of interest to narrow down your search. From there, you'll be able to see more specific fields within your selected discipline:
New from the Archives
While Sir William Osler never studied or taught at Jefferson Medical College, the “Father of Modern Medicine” had close ties to Jefferson. In 1914 Professor Thomas McCrae asked Osler to deliver the introductory address to the 90th annual session of the Jefferson Medical College of Philadelphia. However, Osler was unable to come because of war conditions in England. He sent a typed letter with handwritten corrections to be read in his place. Read it now in the Jefferson Digital Commons.

What People are Saying About the JDC
“Excellent Information!” - Lectures Delivered in Jefferson Medical College, November - December 1835

“I never found the article as complete as this, nice job..” - Population Health as a Corporate Strategy: The Value of Investing in Wellness

“Nice Post :)” - Improving Patient Safety Outcomes Through Adaptive Approaches

“.I found this much informative, as to what I was exactly searching for. Thanks for such post and please keep it up.” - Notes on Practice of Medicine, from Prof. Da Costa's Lectures, at The Jefferson Medical College, During Sessions of [18]84-85 and [18]85-86

Announcements

● Are you struggling with where to store and manage your data set(s)? With many grants requiring formal data management plans the Jefferson Digital Commons is a logical place to archive and make your data set(s) accessible. Contact the administrators below if you have questions.

● This quarter we would like to welcome Kelsey Duinkerken as the new Special Collections and Digitization Librarian to the Scott Memorial Library. She will be working to create online exhibits highlighting many historical treasures from the University Archives.

● Don’t forget to read previous Jefferson Digital Commons quarterly reports.
• Please email any questions about the Jefferson Digital Commons to dan.kipnis@jefferson.edu or kelsey.duinkerken@jefferson.edu